Abstract Separating pressure, flow/velocity and wave intensity signals into forward and backward components provide insights about arterial wave propagation and reflection. A linear wave separation is normally used, but ignores the pressure-dependence of wave speed. While a non-linear separation could incorporate this pressuredependence, no such method exists for wave intensity decomposition. Moreover, although linear separation errors for pressure (5-10 %) have been quantified previously, errors for velocity and wave intensity have not. Accordingly, we describe a non-linear wave separation technique based on the method of characteristics. Data from a computer model suggest that the percentage linear separation errors for velocity and wave intensity are approximately one-half and twice that for pressure, respectively. Although comparable to measurement uncertainty in many instances, linear separation errors may become more significant: (1) if wave speed varies substantially over the cardiac cycle, e.g. if pulse pressure or vessel compliance is high, (2) if the degree of wave reflection in the arterial system is large, or (3) if the constant wave speed used for the linear separation is closer to the minimum or maximum pressure-dependent value rather than the mean. Consideration of linear separation errors may therefore be important in some physiological settings.
Introduction
In studies of arterial haemodynamics, understanding how upstream and downstream phenomena contribute to measured signals is crucial. Hence, 'wave separation' is used to decompose a pressure, flow/velocity or wave intensity signal into calculated waveforms related to forward-running and backward-running waves, thus permitting elucidation of haemodynamic interactions between the ventricle and vasculature [2] and between different vascular regions [18] .
Wave separation can be achieved in the frequencydomain [21] or time-domain [7, 8] , and to date has generally assumed linearity, i.e. forward and backward waves are additive and local wave speed is constant throughout the cardiac cycle [12, 13, 21] . However, wave speed is known to be pressure-dependent, with intra-beat variation of 20-30 % [5] or substantially more in patients with hypertension [4] . This pressure-dependence means that the sum of the forward and backward components does not necessarily equal the net (i.e. measured) quantity.
Several studies have investigated the effects of mild non-linearities on pressure decomposition [13] [14] [15] 20] and concluded that under normal physiological conditions, errors involved in the linear approach are comparable to measurement uncertainty (i.e. 5-10 %). However, errors arising from linear separation of flow/velocity and wave intensity, and from substantial intra-cycle wave speed variations, have not been investigated, in part because a non-linear method for separating wave intensity into components has not yet been described. In this study, we present such a method and quantify linear separation errors for pressure, velocity and wave intensity. Linear and nonlinear techniques are assessed with a simple one-dimensional (1D) computer model in which the pressure-wave speed relation is prescribed, and in which key physiological variables likely to affect the linear separation errors (wave speed, wave reflection and pulse amplitude) are precisely controlled.
Methods
The 1D equations governing pressure (p), velocity (u) and cross-sectional area (A) in a compliant tube can be expressed as
where q is blood density (1.06 g/cm 3 ), w represents fluid loss due to wall permeability and f is a loss/source term arising from viscous friction and body forces. These equations can be recast [17] in terms of Riemann variables (w ± ),
where S incorporates loss/source terms, k AE ¼ u AE cðpÞ and c(p) is wave speed. If S is small, w ± are related to p and u via
where p 0 is a reference pressure. Parker and Jones [12] defined a 'wavelet' as an infinitesimal change in w ? or w -, dw AE ¼ du AE 1 qcðpÞ dp:
These wavelets propagate upstream or downstream at a speed given by k AE : Defining pressure and velocity changes associated with dw ± in the absence of changes in dw -as 'forward' components (i.e. dp þ ¼ dpj dw À ¼0 ; du þ ¼ duj dw À ¼0 Þ; and vice versa for 'backward' components (dp
which is the well-known water-hammer equation revealing the coupled nature of pressure and velocity perturbations. Note that a constant wave speed is commonly used in (6) but here wave speed is expressed in component form (c ± ), recognising that this is a pressure-dependent variable that would differ from net c if only forward or only backward waves existed. Wave intensity (defined as dpdu) is related to w ± and c via [12] dpdu
Hence, dpdu [0 when forward waves predominate and dpdu \0 when backward waves predominate. However, dpdu only represents the net effect of forward and backward waves and thus a backward wave may not be detected if a larger forward wave exists around the same time. Similarly, the independent contribution of forward and backward waves to pressure and velocity waveforms is 
Linear wave separation
In experimental and clinical settings, the precise pressurewave speed relation is often unknown, making evaluation of (4) impossible. Nevertheless, if a constant wave speed (" c) is assumed, and forward and backward components of pressure (dp ± ) and velocity (du ± ) are additive, i.e. dp = dp ? ? dp -and du = du ? ? du -, from (6) dp AE ¼ 1 2 dp AE q" cdu ð Þ ð 8Þ
Multiplying (8) and (9) gives the corresponding components of wave intensity dp AE du AE ¼ AE 1 4q" c dp
or in the commonly-used time-corrected form [16] :
Non-linear wave separation
If the vessel pressure-wave speed relation is known, e.g. via the Bramwell-Hill equation [4] , wave separation can be achieved without any linearising assumptions. Taking dw -= 0 (forward-running wavelets only, dp = dp ? and du = du -) or dw ? = 0 (backward-running wavelets only, dp = dp -and du = du -), evaluation of dw ? or dw -, respectively in (5) yields
Substituting (6) into (12) allows calculation of dp ± and du ± from dw ± , dp AE ¼ AE qc AE 2 dw AE ð13Þ
A non-linear separation of wave intensity can now be introduced by multiplying (13) and (14),
or in time-corrected form,
Importantly, since defining dp ± , du ± and wi ± on the basis of Riemann variables is a non-linear approach, it is generally not the case that components are additive [13] .
Pressure and velocity components
The cumulative effect of many infinitesimal wavelets on pressure and velocity over an arbitrary time can be determined by integrating the linear or non-linear expressions for dp ± and du ± ,
where p ± 0 and u ± 0 are arbitrary initial values of p ± and u ± , here taken to be p 0 and zero, respectively.
Computer modelling
We compare linear and non-linear separation techniques in a simple computer model. Details of the formulation and numerical solution have been described previously [9, 11] . The model (Fig. 1a) consists of a single 1D vessel (length, l = 20 cm, reference cross-sectional area, A 0 = 4 cm, reference wave speed, c 0 = 4 m/s), a forward component of pressure prescribed at the inlet, and an outlet reflection coefficient of 0.5 unless otherwise stated. Note that since the inlet absorbs all backward waves and since the outlet is purely resistive, the model does not produce the exponential decay of diastolic pressure; however, this phenomenon is not important for the purposes of this study. A physiologically relevant pressure-area relation [11] for the 1D segment is enforced,
with external pressure (p ext ) assumed to be zero, p 0 = p(A 0 ) as the reference pressure, and the constant b controlling the pressure-dependence of wave speed as follows
To adjust the degree of wave speed pressure-dependence, we set b to low, intermediate and high values (b = 0.1, 2.8 and 8.0), resulting in pressure-area and pressure-wave speed relations shown in Fig. 1b and c . For linear separation, the wave speed constant " c is chosen to be the cycle-averaged value from (20) unless otherwise stated; we also investigate " c ¼ maxðcÞ and " c ¼ minðcÞ; noting that foot-to-foot [3] and pu-loop methods [6] most commonly used to calculate wave speed probably produce values closer to min(c). Figure 2 shows net c, p and u waveforms and the respective forward and backward components using linear and nonlinear separation techniques. As with the left ventricle ejecting into the aorta, the input p ? produces a forward compression wave (FCW) that increases p and u, followed by a forward expansion wave (FEW) that decreases p and u. These waves propagate along the vessel and are partially reflected at the terminal, producing backward compression (BCW) and expansion (BEW) waves, respectively. Note that although the two forward waves are the same size at the inlet and the terminal reflection coefficient is constant, the backward waves do not have the same amplitude because non-linear propagation effects amplify the FCW and BCW and attenuate the FEW and BEW [10] . This effect also occurs when b = 0.1, because although wave speed is constant, wavelets propagate along the non-linear paths dx/dt = u ± c and thus fully linear flow only occurs when changes in u are negligibly small [10] or in a linearised formulation in which dw ± propagate along the linear paths dx/dt = ±c [1] .
Results and discussion

Linear versus non-linear wave separation
Differences between linear and non-linear separation techniques are negligible when wave speed is quasi-constant throughout the cardiac cycle (b = 0.1) and increase as wave speed becomes more pressure-dependent (Fig. 2) . With b = 2.8 (20 % wave speed variation), linear separation overestimates peak p ? and p -by up to 6.5 % of the signal amplitude, with greater errors in the backward component. For a highly pressure-dependent wave speed (b = 8.0, 50 % wave speed variation), the error in p ± becomes more substantial (up to 16 %). In both instances, maximum p ± errors occur around the time of peak pressure. Linear separation of u causes smaller errors than for p, with minor underestimation of u ? (peak errors -2 and -4 % for b = 2.8 and 8.0, respectively) and overestimation of u -(3 and 7 %). Unlike p ± errors, the greatest u ± errors occur during acceleration and deceleration. Maximal errors for pressure and velocity separation thus appear to lie within the range of measurement uncertainty, as concluded previously [13] [14] [15] 20] , except for the pressure signal under substantially non-linear conditions.
The non-linear separation correctly predicts that peak wave intensity for the FCW and FEW is equal (noting that the input p ? is symmetric), whereas the linear method overestimates FEW amplitude by 6 % (b = 2.8) and 15 % (b = 8.0) since it is calculated from net p, u and c which are all affected by the BCW. Similarly, BCW amplitude is overestimated (by 12 and 32 %) because of the pressure effects of the preceding FCW. Note that such wi errors, although greater than corresponding p and u errors, may still be comparable with measurement errors in physiological studies, given that wi is calculated from the product of p and u differentials, and is therefore more sensitive to noise and movement artefact.
Considering b = 8, if minimum or maximum intra-beat wave speed is used for the linear separation, maximum absolute p -and u -errors (19-28 %) are greater than if mean wave speed is used (5-16 %) and the time course of the error is altered substantially (Fig. 3) . By contrast, errors in BCW and FEW peak wi are relatively unaffected by the choice of min/mean/max wave speed. In all cases, the linear separation introduces small artefactual backward waves beneath the two forward waves which, although negligible in some instances, have appreciable pressure/ velocity effects when using minimum or maximum wave speed values (see arrows in Fig. 3) . Figure 4 shows the dependence of maximum linear separation errors (using mean wave speed) on key model parameters. increasing or decreasing A 0 by 50 % has no effect on linear separation errors (results not shown).
Perspectives and limitations
The foregoing results suggest that while linear wave separation is probably acceptable in most circumstances, nonlinear effects may introduce substantial error in some situations. For example, non-linear effects are likely to be important in the fetal pulmonary circulation, since pulmonary arteries are highly compliant (wave speeds of 2.5-3.0 m/ s [18] ), there is a very large mid-systolic backward-running compression wave [18] and pulse pressure is moderate at baseline but substantial during ductal constriction [19] . Nonlinear effects may also be important in adults with high systolic blood pressure, in whom large differences between systolic and diastolic wave speed have been reported [4] . Friction and wall viscoelasticity were not addressed in this study and require further investigation. In settings where wave patterns differ substantially from those produced by our simple model, the magnitude and time course of linear separation errors may also differ.
Conclusions
We described a non-linear technique for separating wave intensity into forward and backward components. Data Fig. 4 Maximum linear separation errors for a pressure, b velocity, and c wave intensity, the latter with respect to the backward compression (BCW) and forward expansion (FEW) waves. Parameters tested are wave speed (left panels), terminal reflection coefficient (centre panels) and input pulse amplitude (right panels), for b = 2.8 (filled symbols) and b = 8.0 (open symbols). Note that the 'BCW' is actually a BEW when the reflection coefficient is negative from a 1D model indicated that under many normal physiological conditions, linear wave separation is likely to cause errors of 2-5 % for velocity, 5-10 % for pressure and 10-20 % for wave intensity. Although such errors may be comparable with measurement uncertainty, substantially greater errors may arise if minimum or maximum wave speed is used rather than the mean, if wave speed varies substantially during the cardiac cycle or if there is a large degree of wave reflection in the arterial network. Linear separation may also introduce small artefactual backward waves. Given a pressure-area relation, these errors can be avoided by performing non-linear wave separation.
